NEWSLETTER
Summer 2016

GREETINGS FROM
CINCINNATI !

WE’RE LISTENING

NEW VERSION OF TMS
IN THE WORKS

It’s summer and things are really heating
up here at FASCOR. We’re busy supporting
our growing list of clients while continuing
to enhance and advance our industry-leading warehouse
management
solution. We
are also making
some major
changes to FASCOR TMS, our transportation management
solution - more about this below. Like you
we’ve got a lot going on; but we’re never
too busy to listen to what you have to say.
We want to know how you are utilizing
FASCOR WMS, the results and ROI that you
are seeing, and of course your overall feedback on our software and service. Please
see details below regarding our customer
survey.

Take our Survey and be Registered to Win!

FASCOR’s Transportation Management
Solution is undergoing some major
enhancements.

In our previous newsletter we introduced
you to Web Tools™, our real-time data
visibility solution. We gave you a look at
the new Fascor.com and you read how
our Microsoft Dynamics GP integration is
helping RepairClinic reach new levels of
efficiency. Below you’ll read how another
of our customers, ORR Safety,, is achieving
over 99% accuracy and efficiency with
orders, shipping, and invoicing.
On behalf of the entire FASCOR family we
want to wish you a safe and relaxing summer. We hope that you have an opportunity to spend plenty of time with family and
friends. Finally, we want to thank you for
entrusting us with the efficiency of your
business.
John & Andy Klare

What’s the best way to learn? Ask questions. OK so we’re asking. Please take a
few minutes to answer our brief FASCOR
customer survey. To show our appreciation, all who respond with be entered into
a drawing for a $100 gift card!

So what are you waiting for?
Take our 2016 Client Survey here.

Development is under way on a completely new platform with added features and new levels of interoperability..
So what does this mean for you?
• Faster Implementation
• Embedded within FASCOR WMS
• More Regular Updates

ERP or WMS?
Relying on Dynamics GP (or other ERP systems) to effectively manage supply chain
data is an uphill battle. As companies grow,
those in warehousing, distributing, manufacturing, and other supply chain-driven
industries are reaching the limits of what
an ERP is designed to deliver. More and
more of these companies are turning to a
more robust solution designed especially
for this environment.

So what’s the answer? Is there a role for
ERP and what does this mean for your
investment in these systems? Find the
answer here. - More -

• Browser-based Screens
• Tight Integration with Web Tools &
Carrier Web Services
Look for more information coming soon!

FASCOR.COM
If you haven’t visited www.fascor.com recently click on over and see what you’ve
been missing. Take a look around to
learn more about FASCOR WMS. Whether you use a laptop, desktop, tablet or
mobile devise, our new web site is easy
to access and navigate.
OK, enough about us... this is where you
come in. Let us know how we can make
our web page better! Your feedback is
always appreciated.

CASE STUDY

“FASCOR exceeds expectations with measurable improvement
across the board. Most importantly, FASCOR bridges the Microsoft Dynamics GP integration gap like no other WMS I’ve seen.”
- Chris Milby, Purchasing Manager

Each day safety equipment from more than 600 manufacturers
passes through ORR’s nine distribution centers. After a costly
WMS implementation failed to deliver expected results, the
company reevaluated its warehousing and distribution strategy.
FASCOR was called in and delivered.
• 99.84% Orders Shipped On-Time
• 99.84% Invoice Accuracy
• 99.31% Order Accuracy
• Seamless Microsoft Dynamics GP Integration
• Real-time visibility of product movement

Inventory Management:
Avoiding the Sound of
Silence
As seen in:

- Read more about Orr Safety -

4 Questions 4: Dave Tamburrino
Dave Tamburrino is FASCOR’s Director of Customer & Business Development. In this role he is
responsible for working with new and existing customers. Dave works out of the company’s
Tennessee office and spends much of his time on the road. Fortunately we were able to track
him down long enough to get his answers to four quick questions.
Q: What are your responsibilities with Fascor?

Whether you are a warehouse, distribution center, manufacturer, or even a
retailer, there are two sounds made by
your business -- the sound of making
money or the sound of losing money. When products are being made,
moved, or sold the floor is a flurry of
activity. Conversely when inventory is
unable to keep pace with demand the
consequences can be deafening. In a
best case scenario inventory mismanagement results in back orders, late
orders, incomplete shipments, and
lost customers. The worst case? Your
business and/or that of your customers
come to a grinding halt - the dreaded
sound of silence.
Go here to read the entire article
including tips and best practices for
Inventory Management.

FASCOR
11260 Chester Rd, Ste 610
Cincinnati, OH 45247
www.fascor.com

My goal is to help new and current customers get the most out of our software. I do this by forging relationships so that I can really understanding
what’s important to each organization; and how each measures success.
In this way I can help them ensure that immediate goals are met. At the
same time we need to understand the unique vision that each has for the
future. It’s important that FASCOR is aware of where these companies want
to be five, ten years down the road. I then make sure Fascor is prepared to
support those visions by providing information and planning so nothing is
left undone.
Q: What drove your decision to join FASCOR?
There were several factors. The biggest was my belief in the product itself and the people of
Fascor. The company offers a great product that is easy to stand behind and represent. The
vision for what Fascor can become as a company and what we can impact in our and our customer’s/partner’s communities made joining the company an easy decision.
Q: What do you enjoy most about your job?
I love helping a customer find a way to meet a goal, accomplish a task and do what they do
better. There is no greater feeling than leaving an engagement knowing you made a difference
that will have an impact for years to come.
Q: What is one thing that not many people know about you?
I’m love statistics so I’m an avid fantasy sports enthusiast (last year I ran 21 separate football
teams as an example). I collect sports memorabilia of all kinds, I love to cook and I ran track
and cross country at the University of Memphis.

Trusted Solutions For More Than 32 Years
Give us a call and learn more today!
513.421.1777 ext 103

